FIS DIGITAL INVESTMENT ANALYTICS

Formerly FIS Private Equity Rainmaker

White-glove portfolio company data collection and validation services

In private equity, getting an edge hinges on your ability to make the best decisions based on comprehensive data and analytics. But it’s challenging and time-consuming to convert unstructured and incomplete portfolio company data into standardized data that you can use to drive smarter investment decision-making.

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE AND REPORTING

FIS® Digital Investment Analytics (formerly FIS Private Equity Rainmaker) is a technology-enabled portfolio monitoring service. Digital Investment Analytics automates data management processes and streamlines portfolio analysis to provide deal teams with the transparency they need to make investment decisions that deliver growth. Digital Investment Analytics uses data visualizations and a white-glove service model to give you the ability to view and assess trend analytics and identify risks across your portfolio.

Digital Investment Analytics incorporates Preqin benchmark data, the industry’s most trusted and transparent benchmark. With performance information for over 11,000 private capital funds, you can evaluate fund performance, analyze strategies and geographies, and make comparisons to your peer groups.

UP-TO-DATE PORTFOLIO DATA

Our portfolio support team provides white-glove data collection and validation services, so you can spend more time on making investment decisions.

TREND ANALYTICS AND RISK ALERTS

Consolidate and review your aggregate and segmented trend analytics and surface outliers and risks via data visualizations to quickly make decisions that drive alpha.

COLLABORATION TRACKING

Collaborate across internal and external parties, with a full version history of all additions, notes and commentary so that you can track changes as the process advances.
FOR PARTNERS, DIGITAL INVESTMENT ANALYTICS PROVIDES ...

Portfolio summaries
- Aggregated overviews of performance
- Consistency across all positions

Expedited data collection
- Confidence in using the data to make decisions
- Understanding of where your people add value
- Validation and alert-driven reporting

Mobile dynamic reporting
- On-the-go access to data

FOR INVESTMENT MANAGERS, DIGITAL INVESTMENT ANALYTICS PROVIDES ...

Collaboration engine
- Documents combined with data for a single source of truth
- Validation mechanism and ability to capture commentary while reviewing inputs
- Ability to make quicker recommendations for the portfolio

Reporting
- Highlighted areas of risk across all holdings with consistency
- Ability to create boardroom quality decks and drill through into the workpapers

FOR ANALYSTS, DIGITAL INVESTMENT ANALYTICS PROVIDES ...

Data mining
- Private and public filings to benchmark
- Industry- and sector-configurable data model for segment analysis

Data analysis
- Configurable deal summary screens to provide one-pagers
- Time to find the data to drive results

Process facilitation
- Management of the interactions to know the current status of workflows

Firms like yours trust FIS’ private equity business

500+ clients
$4T+ in AUM
18 of the top 20 PEI 300

Address your portfolio monitoring needs, now and in the future.
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